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Statement of Disclaimer

Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded
and accepted as fulfillment of the course requirements. Acceptance does
not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of information in
this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include
catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright
laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its
staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project.
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The following report summarizes the yearlong senior project designed by Mechanical
Engineering majors Nick Schlemmer, Kris Francis, and Tim Haigh advised by Professor Sarah
Harding. The primary goal was to design a fun, dynamic, and safe water table exhibit for the San
Luis Obispo Children’s Museum. The existing table at the museum was in need of some major
improvements. The following report begins with background research and brainstorming.
Through these stages, numerous child museums were researched as well as numerous ideas
brainstormed by the team members and children who will be using the exhibit. The various
brainstorming ideas were analytically narrowed down to a few concise concepts for a new water
table exhibit.
As concepts developed, a final design came to fruition. The final design portion of this report
covers various analyses for the multiple final components as well as accompanying engineering
drawings. The final design combined various aspects of engineering analysis to create a safe,
fun, and aesthetically pleasing design. The final design section includes all preliminary analysis
as well as the expected manufacturing techniques to be used for all components. These
manufacturing techniques combine various shop skills to create a durable and highly functional
water table. To ensure quality of the final design, a design verification plan is outlined to test the
final design to ensure we have met all of the customer’s requirements. The report also includes a
concise management plan to keep the project on time. This report serves as a summary for all of
the engineering analysis and information regarding the water table.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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Problem Statement
The Water Table project is to address the current water table exhibit at the San Luis Obispo
Children's Museum. In this project, team Free Flowin’ will completely redesign the exhibit to
enhance the visitor’s experience at the museum. All three members of the team; Nick
Schlemmer, Kris Francis, and Tim Haigh are Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering seniors dedicated
to this project with guidance from their advisor, Professor Sarah Harding. The goal is to create a
new, fun, and engaging water table that can be a great exhibit for years to come. Working with
the SLO Children’s Museum and their executive director, Michelle Jenkins, we plan on a
designing a great new exciting piece for the museum that can serve as an entertaining and
educational exhibit at the museum.
One of our main focuses for the final project is to have our final design be exciting for everyone
using it and serving as a great educational piece as well. Focusing around a common educational
goal, this water table can be educating for young children while they get to have a little fun. In
order to make sure we are designing for this age group, we were asked to focus on creating the
water table for ages five to twelve. With this in mind, it is extremely important to design
elements to be tailored accordingly to this age group. Educational concepts that are too advanced
will frustrate children and will lose the fun aspect of it. On the other side of this, if elements are
too simple to use, it may bore some of the older end of this age group. Considering children and
adult museum visitors will be using the exhibit, we want to create one that is entertaining for a
large variety of people.
In the previous report we focused on the development and implementation of our concept for the
finished table. This report will focus on the revisions made to that concept as well as a detailed
manufacturing and testing plan. We have added to our proof of concept testing, design
description, and testing plan.

Objectives
As with any engineering project, it is imperative to create and understand all of the customer’s
requirements. To begin we attended the general presentation in which the project was pitched.
Then we met with museum Executive Director Michelle Jenkins to identify the museum’s
requirements for the new water table.
The new water exhibit must be:
1. be fun and engaging
2. be safe for children, parents, and museum staff
3. able to fit within the allotted space
4. educational
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

appealing to older children
durable
easy to maintain and repair
conserving of water and electricity
able to accommodate several users at once

These nine customer requirements were provided by our sponsor, the SLO Children’s Museum,
and need to be incorporated into our final design. Given the location and purpose of this project,
we aim to design a water table that will provide a fun and engaging experience that is also safe. It
is imperative that our design incorporates numerous safety aspects so that it will not present any
hazards to any user. Ultimately, we want to design a much improved water table that the museum
can use for many years. Durability is important to make this a reality as well as contribute to less
need for constant maintenance or repair. If something does happen to the water table, we want to
be able to provide the proper instructions upon delivery of the final project for easy maintenance
and repair steps to keep the water table fully operational. With this table being designed for
numerous visitors, we plan on designing a final water table that is able to appeal and host
numerous guests simultaneously as well as not consume large amounts of water or power.
In order to start the design process we needed to transform the customer requirements into
quantifiable engineering requirements. Each engineering requirement must be based on a
measurable quantity such as a limit or target value or a yes/no qualification. The completion of
customer requirements cannot be validated through direct measurement. Engineering
requirements are based on measurable qualities that are related to the customer requirements.
The idea is that if our engineering requirements are sufficiently related to the customer
requirements and we achieve all of the engineering requirements, then we have successfully
addressed all of the customer requirements.
Engineering Requirements:
1. top 3 exhibit for 25% of children
2. no hazards
3. must fit within 15’ X 12’ X 7.5’
4. must meet 3 CA state standards
5. 4 minute average exhibit use time for 8-12 year olds
6. lifetime of at least 5 years
7. no more than once a week maintenance
8. must not raise electric bill by more than $25 a month
9. must be able to accommodate at least 3 people at once
10.must be accessible
11.no leaks
12.must have at least 3 attention grabbers
13.must not raise water bill by more than $25 a month
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Finding a quantitative value for fun and engaging is difficult. One thing that is measurable is
how many children rank the exhibit in their top three favorites. Considering how many exhibits
are at the museum, if 25% of children rank the water exhibit in their top three, it will rank
relatively high compared to the other exhibits. In order to ensure that the exhibit is appealing to
older children as well as younger children, we want to design the water table so that they spend
an average of 4 minutes at the table. We don’t want them to walk up, look at it for 20 seconds,
and then walk away. In order to get children to approach the exhibit initially, we want to have at
least three main attention grabbers. These could be something big, colorful, or intriguing.
As a part of the Quality Functional Development (QFD) process, a “House of Quality” can be
created to assist the interpretation of customer requirements. The House of Quality (HOQ) is
included in Appendix A. The two main components of the HOQ are the customer requirements
also referred to as the “whats” and the functional requirements also referred to as the “hows.”
For the purpose of this document we will use the terms customer requirements (whats) and
engineering specifications (hows) exclusively, where the term engineering specifications is used
in place of the term functional requirements.
From our HOQ we learned a little bit more about how well our customer requirements were
addressed by our engineering specifications. Specifically, through our analysis the top three
engineering requirements are favorite exhibit of a percentage of patrons, accessibility to museum
visitors, and minimizing leaks. This validates our prediction that these three specifications would
be important as they tend to affect each other in some capacity and affect most of the other
engineering requirements. As an example, leaks could cause higher water consumption, so in this
case having no leaks is more important. More examples can be seen in the full spreadsheet in
Appendix A.
Other trends we noticed include designing for safety as well as having a robust and durable water
table. The exhibit is located in a children’s museum so it is imperative to design the exhibit with
safety in mind and to provide an enjoyable experience for all visitors.
Compared to our original Project Proposal, our engineering requirements only changed slightly.
Our sponsor indicated that the water and electrical cost specifications were too high. They have
been revised to indicate a much lower goal of 25 dollars. In the development of the project we
hope to drive towards keeping these costs almost negligible as compared to the old table. These
newer specifications indicate the maximum rise in cost compared to the old table. We expect it to
be lower as we develop the components for the project.
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Chapter 2
Background
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In order to address the designated child age group, we researched some of the current California
Educational Standards1. We focused on the science standards for this group. Particularly, this age
group focuses on numerous educational elements regarding water. Starting as young as
kindergarten, the physical sciences standards address basic properties of waters in regards to
density, sinking, floating, as well as how water can evaporate and change forms. First grade
standards address how materials come in different forms or states and how it is affected by heat
or mixing. Also at this grade level in life sciences, water is addressed in providing life and
nutrients to many plants and animals and earth sciences address weather including rain. Second
grade addresses important standards regarding forces being applied to make things move and the
basics of motion and gravity. These three grade levels contain the most related standards to our
water table and fit within the target range of ages for the children using the exhibit. Many of
these standards can be referenced in Appendix B. These standards will help us to create an
educational experience that can also be a great resource for local school’s field trips and the
home school community to utilize at the museum. Some of the best exhibits are those that create
a fun experience for the user and they look back and realize what that they were actually learning
the entire time on some of the specifics of water.
We compared these standards to what children actually desired to see in a museum as opposed to
relying solely on the standards. In order to gather information, we organized a focus group of
eight local children and their parents to see where their imaginations would take them. The 30
minute meeting was filled with numerous ideas from children ranging from whirlpools, to
moving water, to mazes, and all types of different ideas. It was useful to see what the children
would enjoy in a water table as they are ultimately going to be the ones using it. Some pictures of
current exhibits that were shown to the children can be seen in Appendix C as well as some
videos that were shown to the children.
Existing Exhibit at SLO Children’s Museum:
Although our intention is to create an entirely new water exhibit rather than to revamp the
existing water table, it is worth defining the existing table to provide a baseline for comparison at
the completion of the project. The table is a rectangular tub and has the following envelope
dimensions: L = 94.5 in. Width = 47.5 in. Height = 25 in. The depth of the walls of the table is 4
in. The water table is made of fiberglass and is very heavy noting that the tub was full of water.
The tables rested on four large legs. Velcro strips are present on the sides of the table suggesting
that a skirt could be attached to hide the underside of the table. A green hose and orange bucket
were located under the table and are used to drain the table. Crystal, one of the museum staff,
told us that the table is drained every two to three days to refresh the water. We intend to design
an exhibit that reduces the water changing frequency and water usage. Toys are available to
facilitate water play in which children can witness degrees of buoyancy of various objects. The
existing water only functions as an exhibit to see the basics of objects sinking or floating.
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Figure 1: Existing Water Table at the SLO Children’s Museum

Existing Exhibits at Other Museums:
The primary source of our research involved various pictures and videos of other water table
exhibits at other museums. These pictures and videos were found through internet searches.
Some exhibits that have features that would cater to the requirements of the SLO Children’s
Museum are included in Appendix C. In particular we were interested in exhibits near San Luis
Obispo as they may share many of the same patrons. This created a reference to what is currently
established in the area at children’s museums.
Many popular exhibits in children’s museums and science museums are designed and fabricated
by a company called Boss Display Corporation located in Columbus, Ohio. This company
produces quality and custom exhibits2. For museums with smaller budgets that cannot allocate
huge sums for individual exhibits the purchase of an exhibit from Boss Displays or a similar
company is not feasible. We aim to create a quality and custom exhibit at a much lower cost.
Literature:
While videos that show children and adults interacting with an exhibit provide insight into the
appearance of a functional and engaging exhibit, we needed information regarding the design of
a successful science exhibit. We found a pertinent and helpful essay on what to avoid when
designing an exhibit that has more than one interactive element by researchers of the San
Francisco Exploratorium3. Several exhibits that have been on display at the Exploratorium
exemplify the points made by the authors. The essay goes into detail of common pitfalls during
the design of museum exhibits. It is highly likely that our exhibit will incorporate several
simultaneous interactive features so the advice given in this essay is very pertinent.
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Exhibit Accessibility:
It is typical for museums to post accessibility information on their websites and museum
pamphlets. The Sacramento Children’s Museum provides the following information on its
website. “All of our exhibits and programs are aligned to meet the California state curriculum
standards, and are accessible for individuals with developmental, hearing, physical,
social/emotional and visual challenge.” More information can be seen on their website5. In our
design, we plan on creating an exhibit that will be accessible to those with handicaps and create a
fun and engaging exhibit for everyone who visits.
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Chapter 3
Design Development
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In order to generate as many ideas as possible, we used several ideation methods. We began by
listing all the functions that our table must perform. We then thought of every way to achieve
that function. We generated a list of verbs and then drew pictures of a design that completes
those verbs in the form of a morphological matrix. Another method we tried was the “sketch then
pass” method. Each team member would sketch an image and then we would pass them to the
next team member, who would add to the sketch and improve on it. We also wrote a phrase or
sentence on top of a page and had the next person draw the phrase. They would then fold the
sentence over and pass the paper again. The third person would write a sentence or phrase
describing the picture. They would then fold the picture over and pass the paper again. This
would go on until there was no room on the paper. We also built models of our various ideas to
find ways to improve on them. All of our brainstorming ideas can be found in Appendix D.
We began the down selection process by sorting our ideas into two categories: big features and
small features. Big features would take up a significant amount of space on the table and would
require significant analysis and manufacturing. Small features would be easy to create and easy
to fit in empty spaces around the big features. We narrowed our big features down to vortices, a
dam, a waterfall, rapids, a wave generator, and a pipe maze. Our small features were a pedal
pump canon, ring of lights, air bubble, a well, jets, a ball launch, target shooting, hydraulic
pump, geysers, boat race, slides, and a conveyor belt.
The dam would allow the children to build a
wall next to a small town in a certain
amount of time before a flood would come
crashing in. If their dam was strong enough,
the town would survive, if it wasn’t the town
would be flooded. Right at first we realized
it probably wasn’t a good idea to have
children flooding and destroying a whole
town. We modified this idea to have them
flood a creek.

Figure 2. Dam Concept Model.

The hydraulic pump would appear as just a
box with two handles that you can press
down. In reality it would be two different
sized boxes next to each other. One of the
handles would be far easier to press than the
other because the surface area is different.
The concept of pressure and its relationship
to force and area may have been a little too
complex for the target age group.

Figure 3. Hydraulic Pump Model.
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After another round of down selection, we then narrowed the list down to vortices, rapids, a
waterfall, air bubbles, a ball launch, target shooting, a boat race, a pipe track, and slides.
Rapids: The rapids idea is a rough stream of water rushing down a mountain that children can
sail various things down and see where they have difficulty getting passed. It was decided early
on that creating a mountain would be both difficult and time consuming. It was likely out of our
capabilities, which would mean paying someone else to do it for us. An option was to have just
the track of water held up by supports and to remove the mountain around it. We felt that this
would take away from the idea and would be very similar to a pipe track.
Waterfall: Our idea for a waterfall is to imitate a jacuzzi style waterfall. This would be along the
back of the table to add some height to the table. Children would then be able to run their hands
through the water and see how it flows.
Air Bubbles: Air bubbles can be incorporated anywhere into the table. Air can either be manually
pumped into the water or by a mechanical pump. These could act as a tracer so the children can
follow the flow of water.
Ball Launch: The ball launch idea came from the need to get balls to the top of certain features
such as the vortex and the rapids. Ideally a child could set the ball on top of pipe or nozzle and
then pump the ball into the air. This could be achieved by either a hand pump or a foot pump and
could be entirely human powered. For target practice we envisioned something similar to a
carnival game. The child can point a jet at something and it they hit it dead on or long enough
something cool will happen. We were worried about two things with this idea. We wanted to
make sure the jets didn’t closely resemble guns because some parents might take offense. Also
we were worried about the children making a big wet mess outside of the table and soaking their
friends.
Target Shooting: The target shooting would be like a carnival booth. Children could aim water
jets at targets. The targets could either just knock down or they could trigger other features. This
could easily become a problem if the children attempt to spray their friends instead of the targets.
We also want to avoid things that resemble guns.
Boat Race: The boat race brought an
element of competition to our design.
Children could potentially build their own
boat or use one of the various boats provided
and sail them down a track to see who can
get to the finish line first. Ideally they could
alter the path their boat follows to see what
way is faster.

	
  

Figure 4. Boat Race Model.
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Pipe track: The pipe track could take on a number of different forms. In general, we want some network
of piping to carry water. The network can propel balls, create a race track, or form a maze. More detailed
pipe track ideas are detailed later.

Slides: The slides would be used to model friction. Our idea is to have two slides side by side.
One would have a small stream of water running down it and the other one would not. Children
can put something at the top of either slide and race them down. This would demonstrate how
water can help reduce friction.

Figure 5. Weighted Decision Matrix for Pipe Structures.

We then decided as a group on vortices and a pipe track as our concept. The vortex was
unanimously agreed upon by all team members, museum staff, and the children in the focus
group. The pipe track fit all of our requirements and allowed us to combine several of our ideas.
We created a weighted decision matrix (Figure 5) to help choose what type of pipe structure we
will design. Various ideas included a Vertical Pipe Network, Ball Jet Game, Fixed Pipe Maze,
Tilting Pipe Maze, Bernoulli’s Bouncy Balls, Curly Pipe Ball Track, Water Soccer, and a
Vertical Maze with either a sinking or floating ball. Sketches of these designs can be found in
Appendix D. We used the vortex as our datum for the matrix because it was a feature that is
definitely going to be in our design. We compared various pipe structures based on our customer
requirements as well as four additional considerations that we decided on as a group. Each
consideration was given a rating from 1 to 5.
Safety was given a 5 because safety should always be a top priority in our design especially since
this will be an interactive exhibit with children. Level of fun and engagement and durability, and
were given 4’s. In order for the project to be a success, children must find it fun. Children will be
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playing with it almost daily and it will be left outside so durability is important as well. Ease of
maintenance and repairs, use of electricity, and ability to accommodate several users at once
were given 3’s. If it is not easy to maintain and repair, the museum staff is likely to get frustrated
by it and it may cost them more money than it is worth. If the table uses too much electricity, it
will cost the museum too much money and they won’t be able to afford to keep it running. The
more children that can access the table at once, the more enjoyment they can get out of it.
Educational, size relative to available space, and a vertical element were all given 2’s. While we
would love our table to be educational to children, it is more important that it gets their attention
and makes them aware of certain aspects of water. The table must fit in the allotted area and
people must be able to access it but we were given permission to move things around if
necessary to fit the table anywhere in the patio area. Appeal to older children and use of water
were both given 1’s. It would be great if our table had some element that really stimulated the
minds of older children but we wanted to focus on the average age group that is slightly younger.
The current water table is drained and refilled every couple of days. If we recirculate water
throughout the table, there is not much concern for raising water usage by an unreasonable
amount.
We included several additional considerations in our matrix to help us decide the best design.
Our project has a pretty strict time table so manufacturing time is very important. Manufacturing
time was given a weight of 5. If it is difficult to manufacture, it cost us more time or more
money to hire someone to help out, thus manufacturing difficulty received a weight of 4. Ratio of
standard parts to custom parts was given a 3. If there are a lot of standard parts used in
manufacturing the table, it will be less expensive to build and easier to replace parts if repairs are
needed. Having a vertical element was given a 4. A vertical element to the table would attract
more people than a flat surface but it is not necessary.
Our top three designs are the Curly Ball Track, the Fixed Pipe Maze, and the Vertical Pipe
Network. The Curly Ball Track ties for second place in the customer requirements and takes first
place in the additional considerations. The Fixed Pipe Maze takes first place in customer
requirements and third place in additional considerations. The vertical pipe network is seventh
in customer requirements and third place in additional considerations.
In order to have all our elements connected to each other we chose to have the Curly Ball Track
dump balls into the vortex. Now that we had our two main features, we were ready to form our
complete concept. The selected conceptual design presented in Figure 6 fulfills the above goals
and meets or exceeds customer requirements. As seen in the illustration, the exhibit includes the
following features: two vortices, two slides, two ball elevators, a waterfall, and several control
panels that allow users to interact with the exhibit. Before we could move forward with our
design, we had to confirm that our ideas were possible.
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Figure 6. Final Conceptual Design Sketch.

Vortex Experimentation and Model
In order to verify that we could produce a vortex, we wanted to create a model. As a starting
place, we researched some of the mechanics relevant to the vortex in our fluid dynamics
textbook4. However, the material in the textbook was limited to theoretical applications and was
not easily translated to a real water vortex. Next, we looked for videos on the web that show how
to create a vortex. There were some basic videos showing some methods, but we decided to learn
about the creation of a vortex by experimentation.
Initially, a four inch diameter plastic cup with a half inch hole cut from its bottom was used as
the container. By filling the cup with water, and allowing the water to drain through the small
hole, we observed that a vortex arises from water flowing through the hole is not disturbed. Then
the size of the hole was increased and the test was repeated. The result was a larger vortex. From
the testing it appeared that the average diameter of the vortex increases with an increase in hole
size.
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To more closely predict the behavior of a vortex on the scale that we needed, we obtained a
larger ten inch diameter pretzel container and cut a one inch diameter hole from the bottom and
performed a similar test. The larger hole yielded a larger average diameter vortex. Later a hole
was cut into the sidewall of the vortex to allow introduction of a garden hose into the vortex. The
other end of the hose was attached to a spigot. At this point we simulated a working vortex and
adjusted the spigot valve until we reached a steady state operating condition in which the height
of the water in the container remained constant. We found that the hose should be directed
tangential to the wall of the cylindrical container to minimize disturbance of the vortex. The flow
of the water out of the hose induces a faster rotation of the water in the container, which results
in faster spinning vortex that is more stable and can recover from disturbances more quickly.
In addition, tests were performed in which ping pong balls and golf balls were tossed into the
vortex. It became evident that the base of the vortex needed to be elevated by a few inches to
allow for the passage of balls through the drain. We saw that the less massive ping pong balls
flowed through the vortex drain while the golf balls did not pass through the drain, but continued
to spin about the centerline of the container.
The above observations were recorded and will prove useful in the detailed design of the vortex.
This proved that such an exhibit feature is feasible and dimensions of the vortex are flexible.
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Chapter 4
Final Design
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Overview
After our Conceptual Design Review, the waterfall and the ball elevators were scrapped from our
design. We determined that neither was necessary and they would just increase costs and
difficulty of production. We were left with the two slides, vortices, and water jets.

Figure 7. Model of our Final Design.
Basin
For the table itself we had the option of using the existing table or creating our own. The existing
table is extremely heavy and difficult to move. We also cannot alter or drill into the table which
makes it very difficult to safely attach many of our elements. It would be easier to simply build
our own table. We chose a semi-trapezoidal shape because it allows for more interaction with the
children. No matter where they are standing, their eye line is drawn to the center of the table
where all the features are. They can also see other children across the table and interact with
them.
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Figure 8. Model of our basin.

The dimensions of the table were determined by the inside dimensions of the basin. The basin is
six feet by three and a half feet. The outside dimensions of the table are six feet eight inches by
three feet eleven and three quarter inches. The main basin has a depth of six inches and is
intended to be filled with four inches of water. At the back of the table and beneath the main
basin is a smaller basin to hold the pumps. The pumps are submersible and need to be under
water. They are placed underneath the main basin for two reasons. First, the children will not be
able to get to them and cause any damage to themselves or the pumps. Second, this ensures that
the pumps will always have enough water. The pump basin must fill with water before the main
basin ever gets any. This will ensure that no matter how little water is in the main basin, there is
always enough water for the pumps to work. Two grates will be placed between the main basin
and the pump basin as seen in Figure 7. These will allow water to travel between the basins but
will keep out large objects such as leaves or toys. Holes will be drilled through the grate to allow
the piping to run through. These grates can be removed to allow access to the pumps in case of
maintenance or repairs. Also at the bottom of the pump basin will be a spigot. This will allow the
museum staff to drain the basin. They may either drain the water into a bucket or attach a hose to
the spigot and drain it somewhere else.
⅛ inch thick acrylic sheets will form the walls of the main basin. Rather than use acrylic for the
walls of the pump basin we will use ABS plastic. It doesn’t look as nice so we don’t want it for
the entire table but because it is cheaper we want to use it where no one will see. ⅛ inch plywood
will be behind each piece of acrylic. This is for two reasons. It gives extra support and it gives us
an easy way to attach and seal the acrylic. Underneath the basin, ¾ inch plywood will be used to
provide even more support. The acrylic will be purchased from Tap plastics. Tap will cut these
pieces to size for us so all we have to do is assemble them. The plywood will be screwed into the
wooden frame. Using the acrylic cement from Tap, we will adhere the acrylic to the plywood
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backing. This will allow us to attach the acrylic without creating screw holes that have to be
sealed. The total cost of the acrylic and ABS is $636.99 and the weight is 66 lbs.
Table 1. Acrylic Assembly Cost
Item

Cost

Acrylic/ABS sheets

636.99

acrylic cement

21.75

TOTAL

658.74

Figure 9. Model of Wood Frame
Frame
The wooden frame is shown in Figure 9 and
will be built out of two by fours. The top
board will be placed horizontally to provide
a ledge around the basin for children to lean
on. In order to attach them together, flat
slotted plates will be screwed at each joint.
The flat slotted plate can be purchased in a
six foot length and then sheared into shorter
pieces for each intersection requiring a
bracket.

Figure 10. Slotted Flat Plate
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Any wood joint that can be attached by screwing directly through the wood will not have a
bracket. A cut drawing detailing the various lengths and angled cuts can be found in Appendix E.
All the supplies for the frame can be purchased from Home Depot. The total price for the wood
and hardware is $146.17. The total weight based on the density of wood is 168lbs.
Table 2. Wood Frame Assembly Cost
Item

Cost

Wood

100.46

Hardware

45.71

TOTAL

146.17

The total structure assembly will cost $842.31 and will weigh 234 lbs. This is a reasonable
weight to be moved by two or three people. With four inches of water in the basin, the table will
weigh 854 lbs. Children will not be able to move this weight so we don’t have to worry about the
children possibly pushing the table around and potentially causing harm to themselves or the
table.
Table 3. Structure Assembly Cost
Item

Cost

wood assembly

146.17

acrylic assembly

658.74

grates

31.12

spigot

10.79

TOTAL

$846.82

An analysis was performed on the frame so ensure that it can support the loads applied to it. A
distributed weight of 1000lb was assumed to be the maximum load on the structure. This will
cover the weight of the water, features, and 150lbs of children. A buckling calculation on the
table legs resulted in a factor of safety of 174. This means that the legs will not collapse. In order
to simplify calculations, we assumed that each beam holds ¼ of the total weight. In reality, no
beam will support that much weight. With this assumption, the factor of safety for the maximum
stress in the beam is 2.2. The maximum deflection that any beam would reach is .25” This means
that our structure will support the loads.
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Vortex Tank
As a result of the nearly unanimous opinion in favor of the vortex from the children in the focus
group, we set out to make a working model of the phenomenon. Constructing a model was
necessary to prove to ourselves and the sponsor that we could produce a vortex feature. With a
successful model complete, it became clear that a vortex should be included as the central
component of the new water exhibit. A cylindrical tank made of a clear plastic tube with an open
top and clear plastic base contains the vortex. A hole in the base allows water to flow out of the
tank and back into the basin. Flow of water down the drain creates the familiar “bathtub vortex.”
Clearly, any amount of water poured into the tank would eventually drain so water is
continuously added to the vortex by two jets. Each jet is made from a vertical pipe and 90° elbow
that are installed such that the vertical pipe passes through the base of the vortex. Jets are formed
as water exits the elbows, which are directed tangential to the tank wall to optimize the strength
of the vortex. Two holes in the base provide clearance for the vertical pipes associated with the
jets.
To deliver water to the jets, water is drawn from the basin by a pump that is located below the
table surface at the rear of the exhibit. In addition to replenishing the water that empties through
the tank drain, the jets induce faster rotation of the water about the tank centerline. In turn the
vortex spins at a faster rate, becomes more stable, and has a larger diameter. As expected,
increasing the flowrate through the jets increases the height of the vortex, but not in a linear
fashion. One of the design goals is to make the nominal vortex height 16” so that the top of the
vortex is about 2” below the top of the tank. Occasional deviation above the design height is
possible so we want a 2” buffer to avoid overflowing the tank. Overflow is not a significant
problem but the water falling over the edge will worsen the view of the vortex.
As is evident from Figure 7 the proposed exhibit has two almost identical vortices in the
proposed exhibit. The only difference between the two vortices is that the jets are oriented in
opposite directions. The left vortex spins counter-clockwise while the right vortex spins
clockwise. There are multiple reasons for including two vortices as opposed to one. First, as we
considered the layout of the components, we noticed that two vortices provide a pleasant
symmetry with two focal points. Also, with two vortices come two flow control valves so more
guests can interact with the exhibit simultaneously. Furthermore, users of each vortex can look to
the other vortex and compare the geometry of the two independently controlled vortices. Then a
user can attempt to match one vortex’s appearance to the other by altering the valve position.
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Figure 11. Vortex Assembly
In addition to the tank, pipes, fittings, and pump, the vortex assembly includes a flow control
valve. In Figure 11 the valve is represented by a green box, because a CAD model of the valve is
not available on the website. The purpose of the valve is to provide an educational opportunity to
the user by enabling experimentation with the appearance of the vortex. Adjustment of the flow
rate should allow museum guests to make observations about vortex behavior and geometry
much like we did while experimenting with our vortex model.
The appearance of the vortex is dependent on several factors. The height and diameter of the
vortex are functions of the height of water in the tank (water depth), diameter of the drain hole,
flow rate of water through the jets, and fluid properties. The only factor that can be modified by
the user is the flow rate of water through the jets, which is adjusted by turning the valve.
Vortex Flow Control Valve Selection
To explain use of the flow control valve, consider the following scenario. Imagine that a user
walks toward the water exhibit and finds that the flow control valve is fully closed based on a
label. In this position the flow rate into the vortex is at a maximum and the vortex is operating at
full capacity. When the valve is fully closed, no water can flow through the branch containing
the valve so the total flow provided by the pump enters the vortex by way of the jets. Now
imagine that the user opens the valve by 50%. Opening the valve allows water to flow through
the branch containing the valve. By applying conservation of mass at the 4-way pipe junction, it
is clear that the flow entering the vortex through the jets must be less given that the flow from
the pump remains constant. In other words, when the valve is open, some of the flow from the
pump bypasses the pipes leading to the vortex, thereby lowering the flow into the vortex. The
amount of water diverted away from the vortex is a function of the amount that the valve is open.
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There are three requirements for the flow control valve. First, the valve must be robust and rated
for the proper pressure and temperature. Second, the valve handle must turn easily so that
children can operate the valve. Third, the use of the valve must not cause excessive wear on the
vortex. The third requirement was added in consideration of the possibility of water hammer. A
globe valve requires multiple turns to change the valve position from fully open to fully closed.
By contrast, a ball valve can be fully closed with a quarter turn. The magnitude of a pressure
wave created by closure of a valve is inversely related to the time over which the valve is closed.
The magnitude of the pressure wave increases as the time over which the valve is closed
decreases. Therefore, a glove valve is appropriate because the user is forced to close the valve
over a longer time span, which reduces water hammer. In addition, water hammer is further
mitigated by the design of the vortex pipe layout. Some amount of water can always flow to the
vortex jets regardless of the valve position. As a result the vortex pump will experience less rapid
and less significant pressure differences, which should extend the life of the pump.
The selected valve is presented in Figure 12.
It is a 1/2” nominal diameter PVC globe
valve. The wheel handle is red, making it
visible to users of the exhibit. This particular
valve is inexpensive and simple to operate
and install. The valve has slip connections
that are solvent welded to the adjoining
straight pipes. The valve costs $4.29 each.
The valve is rated for use up to 140° F. The
ease of turning the valve will be tested by
children to validate the selection.

Figure 12. 1/2" PVC Globe Valve

Vortex Pump Selection
As mentioned previously, a pump is required to maintain a vortex. However, there are no readily
available correlations that relate tank geometry and inlet flow rate for the case that steady-state
vortex height is to be maintained. Therefore, we cannot predict the flow rate required to maintain
the steady-state vortex height of 16”. Pump selection requires knowledge of the required pump
head and volumetric flow rate at the exit of the pump. The pump head required to overcome the
change in elevation from the pump to each jet is about 1.4 feet. The flow rate at the steady-state
16” vortex height operating condition is unknown so the amount of pump head required to
overcome the friction in the pipes is also unknown. Therefore, we looked to data collected when
testing the model tank in order to give us some idea of the pumping need. The model tank is a
pretzel container that is not completely cylindrical. Table 4 shows a comparison of the model
tank and the design tank. As shown in italics and bold, our best estimate of the required pump
capacity is that the pump should provide a flow rate of 500 gal/hr at 1.4 feet of head. Yet, based
on some tests in which the steady-state water height of the model was set to values below 11
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inches, we became skeptical about the validity of scaling pump capacity based on tank
dimensions alone.
Table 4. Model vortex and design vortex characteristics.
Measurement
Unit
Model Design
Container Height
Inch
11
18
Container Diameter
Inch
8.5
11
Container Volume
Gallon
7.2
6.4
Steady-State Vortex Height
Inch
11
16
Head at S.S. Vortex Height
Foot
2.5
1.4
Flow Rate for S.S. Vortex Height
Gallon/Hour
300
500
A consultation with Dr. Kim Shollenberger, a Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering fluid mechanics
professor confirmed that the fluid dynamics in the smaller container does not scale to the larger
container. Furthermore, Professor Shollenberger stated that we should not attempt to perform a
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis to determine the unknown inlet flow rate. Such
an analysis would require training in the use of the program, and much time manipulating the
program to solve a very complex problem. The CFD result would be less certain than the result
achieved through testing. Therefore, we will proceed with the design with the intent to purchase
one pump based on our basic estimation and perform extensive testing to determine if the pump
is suitable. If it is not, then we will purchase a similar pump with a higher or lower capacity and
run tests with that pump. We will continue this process until we know the pump capacity that
satisfies all of our design requirements for the pump. Given that each pump operates over a range
of flow rates and heads as illustrated by its pump curve, we are hopeful that only one or two
pumps will need to be purchased prior to determining the optimum pump capacity. Also, if
possible, the pumps that are inappropriate for our application will be exchanged or returned. Our
team wants to secure spare funds in the case that any pumps cannot be returned for a refund. In
addition, our team needs to secure funds quickly so we can commence the testing without delay.
The pump requirements are listed below.
Pump Requirements
1. One pump is needed per vortex to enable independent operation. It would be less
ideal for two vortices to share flow from one pump because the valve position for one
vortex would affect the performance of the other vortex as well.
2. The vortex should be able to return to the to the 16” steady-state height from any
position in less than 3 minutes if the control valve is fully closed. If necessary, the
diameter of pipe in the branch that contains the valve can be decreased to increase the
lowest height that the vortex will fall to due to draining when the valve is fully open.
3. With the valve closed such that the flow rate of water into the vortex tank is
maximized, the water in the tank should not overflow.
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With the above considerations in mind, we have decided to order a Pondmaster 700 GPH
magnetic pump. The pump provides approximately 11 gal/min or 660 gal/hr at 1.4 feet of head.
This is more than the estimated need for each vortex. We will perform tests with this pump to
determine if it provides an adequate flow rate. The product description claims that this pump is
designed for use in ponds, fountains, and aquariums so it is appropriate for a water exhibit. The
pump is highly efficient and requires little maintenance over the course of its life. There are no
seals on the pump, which makes the pump more reliable. The pump comes with a pre-filter that
protects the intake. A foam filter is placed inside of the rigid outer pre-filter. A picture of the
pump and the pre-filter is included in Figure 13. The dimensions of the pump are: Overall the
pump should provide hassle-free service for the exhibit. If the pump does fail under normal
operation, the pump is covered by a 5 year manufacturer’s warranty, which should reduce or
eliminate repair or replacement costs during those years.

Figure 13. Pondmaster 700 GPH magnetic pump with pre-filter.

Manufacturing the Tank
A pair of similar vortices will be positioned as mirror entities with respect to the centerline of the
table. Each vortex assembly consists of the following subassemblies: tank, supports, pipes and
fittings, control valve, and pump. A CAD model of a vortex is shown in Figure 14. To showcase
the vortex, water will be circulated in a cylindrical tank made from clear cast acrylic tube and an
acrylic cylindrical base. The tube outer diameter is 11” with a wall thickness of 0.125”. The tube
length is 18”. One end of the tube will be adhered to one side of the base. The diameter of the
base is 11” and the thickness is 0.50”. A large hole is drilled out of the center of the base to make
the drain hole that is required for vortex formation. The size of the hole is to be determined. The
minimum drain hole size must be slightly larger than 40 mm (1.575) to provide clearance for
ping balls exiting the vortex through the drain. The drain hole size is initially set to 2”. We plan
to drill a smaller hole first to test the vortex operation. The hole size can be increased to achieve
optimal vortex performance. Two holes drilled 4.45” left and 4.45” right of the drain hole near
the perimeter of the base accommodate the vertical pipes that lead to the jets. To mitigate
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leakage and to secure the vertical pipes to the vortex, silicon is applied in the annular spaces
between each base hole and vertical pipe.

Figure 14. Vortex assembly with water line visible.
The volume of the tank is 1672 inch3 or 7.2 gallons. If the hole at the bottom of the tank was
plugged and the tank is completely filed with water, the weight of that water is about 60 lbf. This
is a considerable load on the table over a relatively small area. The base transfers the load of the
water to the support subassembly, which is comprised of 4 pipes oriented vertically with a flange
attached to each end of each rod for a total of 8 flanges. The pipes are cut to length from ¾”
colored furniture grade schedule 40 PVC pipe as seen in Figure 19. Per ASTM standard D1785,
the schedule 40 pipe outer diameter is 1.050” and the inner diameter is 0.824”. To optimize
viewing of the vortex and passage of water through the drain at the base of vortex tank, the
length of each PVC pipe is 8”.
Schedule 80 PVC socket flanges are solvent welded to the PVC pipes with PVC primer and
cement. Schedule 80 and schedule 40 fittings and pipes can be used interchangeably because the
interfacing diameter is the same. In an effort to minimize the number of large holes in the basin,
our team has elected to secure features to the basin with adhesives and/or small diameter screws.
Therefore, the flanges are bonded to the acrylic vortex tank and acrylic basin with an appropriate
bonding agent. If the bond between the flanges and the acrylic basin are in question, water
resistant screws can be used to bolster the attachment of the flanges to the basin. The selected
flange is a 3/4" nominal diameter schedule 80 PVC flange.
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Figure 15. 3/4" Schedule 80 PVC Flange.
In total, each vortex tank assembly requires the following parts:
-

One Clear Cast Acrylic Tube
One Clear Acrylic Base
Four 3/4” Schedule 40 PVC Pipe Supports
8 Schedule 80 PVC Flanges

Vortex: Pipes and Fittings
To direct water from the pump to each vortex, a set of pipes and pipefittings are needed. Based
on some preliminary experimentation, and lacking the resources to do a computational fluid
dynamics analysis of the vortex assembly, we selected a typical nominal pipe diameter of 1/2”.
Schedule 40 pipes and fittings were selected based on the low pressures experienced in this high
flow, low-pressure recirculation process. The pipe network is made up of three main sections: 1)
pipes and elbows leading from the pump to the cross junction, 2) pipes and elbows that make up
the vortex jets, and 3) the pipes and control valve used to divert some fluid to the basin. A
screenshot of the CAD model of the vortex pipes is provided in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Left vortex pipes and fittings.
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Keeping with our goal to minimize the number of large holes in the basin, the pipes are routed
through the water in the basin. The horizontal pipes secure to the top surface of the horizontal
acrylic sheet at the bottom of the basin. The vertical pipes are constrained by adjacent horizontal
pipes or attach to the inner walls of the basin with plastic pipe clamps and water resistant metal
screws. A schematic of the clamp is shown in Figure 17. The polyethylene clamps have 3/16”
(0.1875”) diameter mounting holes with 2” spacing. This type of clamp is ideal for installation
in an outdoor wet environment, because it is corrosion, chemical, and UV resistant. The fasteners
need to be corrosion resistant so that the connection between the basin and the clamps remain
strong. To clear the clamp mounting hole, a #8 wood screw (0.181”) is selected because the more
snugly fitting #9 was unavailable. The required length of the screw is based on the combined
thickness of the 1/8” thick acrylic sheet used in the basin, the 3/4” plywood attached to the acrylic
sheet, and the 3/16” thick clamp. The combined nominal thickness of the three pieces is about
1.06”. Therefore, a 1 inch length #8 silicon bronze wood screw with a slotted oval head is
selected. The screw is shown in Figure 18. This type of screw is used by boat builders and is
ideal for use below the water line for two reasons. First, silicon bronze is more resistant to
corrosion than stainless steel. Second, according to the supplier Jamestown Distributors, silicon
bronze wood screws have a “full-bodied diameter shank… that is the same size as the outside of
the threads. This completely fills the clearance hole normally drilled for the shank thus creating a
waterproof seal.” The full-bodied shank will be helpful in sealing the screw holes. In addition,
Jamestown Distributors advises the user to drill pilot holes. “Silicon bronze screws provide
excellent corrosion resistance but are soft and require a carefully sized pilot hole to avoid
breakage.” Per the recommendation, pilot holes will be drilled through the acrylic and into the
plywood. According to a pilot hole sizing chart, a #8 screw requires a 7/64” diameter pilot hole. A
total of twenty screws are needed to mount the ten clamps.

Figure 17. Polyethylene corrosion, chemical,
and UV resistant pipe clamps.

Figure 18. #8 Bronze Wood Screws RH

The pipes are cut from colored 1/2” nominal diameter schedule 40 PVC pipe. The pipes are sold
in five foot lengths. A picture of the colored pipe is in Figure 19. In keeping with our goal to
minimize the potential of leakage through holes in the basin, we decided to route the pipes
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through the water in the basin. However, this means that the pipes are in view. As such, we
decided to embrace the look of the pipes and selected colored PVC pipes. The colored pipes are
vibrant and grab the attention of museum guests. As an additional benefit, those using the exhibit
can look at the flow paths of water circulating through the exhibit, which may prove to be
educational. While the manufacturer of the colored pipes also sells colored 90° elbows, a colored
cross pipe junction is not offered. Instead, a standard white PVC cross junction is incorporated
into the assembly. We considered the option of painting the white cross junction to match the
color of the pipes, but the possibility of the paint degrading and chipping is too great. Chipped
paint would look worse than no paint.

Figure 19. ASi furniture grade colored PVC pipe.
In total, each vortex pipes and fittings assembly requires the following parts:
-

Fourteen 1/2” colored schedule 40 PVC pipes cut to length
Twelve 1/2” colored schedule 40 PVC 90° elbows
One 1/2” schedule 40 cross junction
Ten clamps
Twenty screws
One pump

Water Jets
Two series of water jets located near the front wall of the exhibit will round out the interactive
features of the exhibit. A water jet assembly will constitute of a series of pipes with several holes
drilled along their length to allow the formation of fountain-like jets. The jets are pressurized by
a pump. A CAD model of a water jets assembly is presented in Figure 20.This feature will be
accessible to young children because of its proximity to the edge of the table. We anticipate that
children will be excited to cover some of the holes to see how the velocity and height of each jet
is affected. This interactive adjustment should encourage early thought regarding the important
fluid dynamics concept known as mass conservation.
The pipes are cut from colored 1/2” nominal diameter schedule 40 PVC pipe. Four 90° elbows
are solvent welded to the pipes with PVC cement. The non 90° elbow is non-standard and cannot
be purchased, so spa hose is used instead. The spa hose is a flexible 1/2” schedule 40 PVC pipe
that can be curve to fit our application. The spa hose is an off-white color, which is not appealing
but it is important to us that the water jets align with the basin walls. The spa hose is purchased
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on a per foot basis. The end of the last straight pipe has threads. A threaded cap is screwed onto
the straight pipe. It will not be glued into place so that the museum staff can purge the water jets
piping of debris.
To create the jets, a drill press is used to drill holes in the pipe. The jet holes are drilled at 15° off
of the vertical to create an upside down parabolic flow and to keep more of the water in the
basin. The diameter of the jet holes is 0.25” To avoid fingers getting stuck in the holes, the
maximum allowable jet hole diameter is 0.25”. Ten holes are present on each set of water jet
pipes. With a total of twenty holes to cover, many children can play with the water jets at the
same time. The optimum number of holes and optimum hole diameter will be confirmed through
testing. In addition to the ten holes, two more holes are drilled out of the pipe to provide pressure
relief. In the event that a group of children cover all ten holes, the pressure in the pipe would
drastically increased and put high stress on the pump. The pressure relief holes are located out of
sight in the box that houses the pump so that users of the exhibit cannot cover them. As a
consequence some minimum amount of flow passes through the pump, saving the pump from
excessive stress.

Figure 20. Water Jets Assembly
Currently we plan to purchase four Pondmaster 700 GPH magnetic pumps, one for each vortex
and one for each set of water jets. The pump is shown as a clear box in Figure 20. To ensure that
we have selected an appropriate pump for the application, we will use the same pump purchased
for testing the vortex to test a model of the water jets made from less expensive white PVC
components. Through testing we will determine whether or not the flow rate is adequate. If not,
the jet holes will be reduced and/or a different capacity pump will be selected. It is also
important to note that some of the water going to each water jet will be shared with the adjacent
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water slide. Again, testing will be required to tune the flow rates and validate proper pump
selection.
The water jet pipes are mounted to the acrylic basin walls backed with plywood using the same
clamps and screws used to mount the vortex pipes. A view of the assembly of the clamps to the
basin wall is shown in Figure 21. Note that the screws are not shown.

Figure 21. Water jet pipes are assembled to the basin with clamps and screws.
In total, each water jets assembly requires the following parts:
-

Six 1/2” colored PVC pipes cut to length
Four 1/2” colored PVC 90° Elbows
One 1/2” colored PVC end cap
One foot of 1/2” white flexible spa hose
Ten clamps
Twenty screws
One pump

Slides
The slides converge towards the center of the exhibit from both the left and right sides.
They have a relatively straight path at a slight slope and turn towards the middle as they pass the
vortexes. For some depth, the planned route for the slides is to ultimately cross on the final leg.
The expected design of the slides is visible in Figure 22. The model currently shows some
representative supports that will depend on some manufacturing steps of the slide which will be
highlighted in the manufacturing section. There will also be a pipe on each end running up from
the water jet pipes to provide a small water flow to the slides. Ping pong balls will also be part of
this components as the children can place them at the top of the slide and watch them race to the
end of each slide.
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Figure 22. Waterslides Model
The slide shape is not fully defined due to this component being shaped around the existing
components. Based on initial component sizing, the slide has an open diameter of 2 inches to
allow for the balls to fit within the slide concave. The profile of the slide is currently shaped in a
U-shape with a small flange as seen in the detailed drawings in Appendix E. The flange is
currently estimated to be nearly .25 inches in length, but could differ based on manufacturing
methods. This unknown is also our limiting factor for designing the supports as the supports will
need to attach to this flange.
Initial analysis on the slides show that they will be relatively lightweight. Based on the calculated
Solidworks volume and a specific gravity of fiberglass being 2.0this results in the weight being
an estimated five pounds. Due to the lightweight nature it will add minimal weight to the overall
weight combining for nearly ten pounds. For the supports we have considered acrylic and some
metals. Acrylic rods have promise, but may be too flexible for the application and be difficult to
correctly attach to the flange and the bottom of the basin. Metal is also under consideration, but
is much more susceptible to oxidation. We plan on using some type of more rigid plastic.
Manufacturing the slides will involve several steps. The slides will be manufactured with
fiberglass. This provides a single piece with superior rigidity and strength as well as maintaining
a low weight. In order to manufacture this, foam and pvc pipe will serve as our primary “mold”
to create the shape of the slides. The form will be cut upside down in the foam as this will
provide the interior concave of the slide to be the smooth side. The outside will have a slightly
rougher finish, but can be sanded down to the desired smoothness. Our choice of resin was to use
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a UV curing resin that allows shaping the fiberglass to its desired shape without a time limit until
it interacts with the sun. This gives us more time to work with the fiberglass as it is not a
common material that has been used by the group members. The process involves using a
fiberglass fabric, resin, and acetone to create the layer around the mold we have created. This
method will also produce a small flange on both sides which can be used to secure supports or
can be cut down if not needed. Once the slides are formed, they will be cured and supports will
be made to attach them to the basin.
Safety
Slide safety includes a few risks that have been accounted for. First, the materials used for the
fiberglass have some chemical hazards. We will use nitrile gloves to protect exposed skin as well
as work in a well ventilated area like the paint booth in the hangar to safely work with these
materials. More experienced fiberglass workers have also instructed us to use a foam that is not
the same compound as the resin as it could break down the foam and release toxic fumes. The
team has checked with the machine shops and we are able to obtain such a foam for our use.
Second, the ping pong balls brought up some cautionary flags due to their size and being in use
by children. The Consumer Product Safety Commission has strict guidelines in regards to the
sizing of toys that are in contact with children. Statute USPSC 16 C.F.R. Part 1501 and 1500.5053 outlines guidelines for such toys6.They use a standard called a “choke tube” with dimensions
as shown in Figure 23.

A standard ping pong ball is 40mm or 1.75
inches in diameter. This does not fit inside
the choke tube, which simulates an
esophagus opening for a young child. A ping
pong ball does not violate this statute if it is
not marketed to children under the age of
three. Our target group is from ages 5-12. A
ping pong sized ball both adheres to this
standard and creates a safe addition to the
water table.

.
Figure 23. Choke Tube

The slides will require almost zero normal maintenance. There are no moving parts and it is
designed to be open, so that objects cannot get stuck if a child places another object in the slides.
If the slides do get damaged, they may need some repair. If the structural integrity maintains,
fiberglass is relatively easy to touch up with repair resin. This could be done by museum staff or
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potentially local fiberglass stores. If the slides are severely damaged, this is one of the few
components of the exhibit that are custom made and would need some significant time to
replace. Our goal is to build them extremely robust to limit any need for repairs or replacement.
The cost analysis for the slides is a bit difficult to gauge due to the unknowns of the complete
manufacturing result. The estimates in our bill of materials take into account the amount of lineal
yards of fabric we will need as well as all supplies like gloves, resin, and acetone. From normal
suppliers, we estimate our costs to be near $166. However, some local shops provide great
discounts on the materials we need for the slides and should cut those costs significantly. They
have made starter kits available to Cal Poly students containing most of the essentials for a
fiberglass project.
UTILITIES
A few of our requirements involve the need to keep electrical and water costs at a minimum. To
ensure the team was meeting this goal, utility costs were estimated based on the drawings and
solid models. Due to the varying nature of utility costs, we used information from PGE and the
City of San Luis Obispo Utilities to obtain rough utility costs.
Power
Price per kilowatt hour (kwh) was estimated at 17 cents for the San Luis Obispo area. Each pump
is rated at a maximum of 65 watts. We plan on using four pumps for complete operation. Table 5
illustrates the estimated electrical costs for the pumps.
Table 5. Power Consumption of Pumps
Price per KWhr $

0.17

Pump Power in KW

0.065

4 Pumps Power in KW

0.26

Weekly Power consumption (35 Hours)
KWhr

9.1

Monthly Power Consumption KWhr

36.4

Total Monthly Cost $

6.19

These estimates were based on the weekly hours the museum is open on a normal basis. Overall,
the maximum cost of electricity by the new design is only $6.19, which is far below our
customer requirement.
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Water
Water usage for the current and old table is calculated based on the number of times it is emptied
and water is refilled in the table. The old table was emptied two to three times a week. Our
design targets a once a week refill. Based on estimates from the city of San Luis Obispo, the
water cost per unit of water (748 gallons) is $8.20. Table 6 compares the old table and our design
in water use.
Table 6. Water Consumption and Savings.
Current Table
Water Capacity (gallons)
77.8
Monthly Water Usage (gallons)
778
Monthly Water Usage (units)
1.040
Monthly Cost at $8.20 per unit ($)
8.53
Net Savings ($)

Our Design
68.25
273
0.365
2.99
$5.54

Our new design actually saves water compared to the old design amounting to nearly $5.54 in
savings. This combined with the increase in electricity amounts to a net running cost of 65 cents
per month, exceeding our customer requirements greatly. Our new design proves to be much
more dynamic and a minimal increase to monthly utility costs.
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Chapter 5
Product Realization
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This section shows the manufacturing process that led to the completion of the new water
exhibit. During the course of manufacturing, certain deviations from the design presented at the
CDR were unavoidable due to time constraints and unforeseen challenges. This section also
highlights the changes made to the prototype during the manufacturing stage. As a point of
reference, the CAD model presented at the critical design review is shown in Figure 24. The
updated CAD model reflecting the completed prototype is given in Figure 25.

Figure 24: Water exhibit CAD model proposed at the critical design review.

Figure 25: Water exhibit CAD model updated to reflect changes.
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By comparing the two CAD models, it is apparent that the control valves for the vortices and the
slides were not included in the final product. However, some additions were made to improve the
functionality of the project. In particular, a pair of oval hand holds were added so the table can be
gripped and lifted onto a cart with wheels and then moved. Also, a drain line with a valve for
hose attachment was installed to enable staff members to easily empty the water. Along with
changes to the prototype, alternative manufacturing techniques were considered and employed in
order to overcome assembly difficulties. In addition to the design changes, alternative fabrication
and assembly methods were considered in order to complete the prototype on time and to
specifications. In order to expedite the manufacturing process and to have parts ready for
assembly we followed a systematic approach.
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Wood Frame
Starting with the frame, wood was cut using the woodshop on campus in Bonderson specifically
using a miter saw and the table saw. Dozens of feet of 2x4’s were assembled with deck screws to
create the table frame. Where screws could not be used to join 2x4’s due to irregular geometry or
inaccessibility, slotted plates were used to brace members as shown in Figure 33.

Figure 26: Nick cutting 2x4’s with the miter saw.

Figure 28: Assembled the top of the basin wall.

Figure 27: Frame members cut to length.

Figure 29: Assembled the pump box frame.

The design presented at the critical design review did not include a bottom frame subassembly
similar to the top one shown in Figure 28. While the table was sufficiently strong vertically, the
table shook when lateral loads were applied to it. Figure 34 in the next section shows the frame
with the added members. With these members in place, the table became very solid and did not
sway at all. Other smaller 2x4’s were added to the table frame to provide more backing to the
wood panels as shown in Figures 32 and 34.
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Figure 30: Completed the designed frame.

Figure 31: Assembled plywood to the frame.

Figure 32: Added supports to the basin wall.

Figure 33: Used slotted plates for bracing.

Figure 34: Added diagonal members to provide a backing for the outer plywood.
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Wood Panels
Given the high cost of acrylic and the large surface area required to cover the frame, we selected
thinner ⅛ inch thick acrylic sheets. To provide more rigidity to the walls of the basin and pump
box, we assembled ⅛” thick pieces of plywood to the frame prior to installing the acrylic.
Similarly, we assembled 23/32” thick pieces of plywood to the around the outside of the frame.
Short deck screws were used to assemble the panels to the frame. It is worth noting that it was
not a trivial task to cut the panels such that their edges met. Other steps taken to install the wood
panels are shown in the figures below. Figures 39 to 42 show several views of the frame with the
panels installed.

Figure: 35: Cutting plywood for inside panels.

Figure 37: Sanded panels flush with frame.

Figure 36: Inside panels assembled to frame.

Figure 38: Sanded edges to improve joints.
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Figure 39: Paneling completed, bottom view.

Figure 40: Rear Iso View

Figure 41: Front Iso View

Figure 42: Top View
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Acrylic Sheets
Once the wooden frame was assembled with all plywood attached, sky blue acrylic was
measured and cut to size and then attached to the plywood panels. Most of the same tools used to
cut the wood were also used to cut the acrylic. However, acrylic is more brittle than wood and
requires caution when it is cut or drilled. For example, if the drilling speed is too high, the acrylic
can crack, and if the drilling speed is too slow, the material can melt. Cutting speeds are also
important. Mainly, the cutting speed should be sufficiently fast so that the cuts come out cleanly.
After some practice with some scrap pieces, all exterior and interior acrylic pieces were attached
using a double-sided epoxy tape that cures in 24 hours. The tape is clear with red backing and is
applied as shown in Figure 43. With the acrylic in place, acrylic cement was used to bond
adjacent acrylic sheets where possible. Initially, the only type of acrylic cement we had was the
low viscosity kind. While it bonded those sheets that met line to line, its low viscosity made it
nearly impossible to bond adjacent sheets with any appreciable gap. It was not until later that we
discovered that there is another type of acrylic cement that is more viscous and has the
consistency of syrup. It proved useful later in the build and may have been helpful in joining the
acrylic sheets. Finally, caulking was used to fill the gaps between joints that were less than ideal
in order to create a watertight basin. The sealing process is covered in more detail in its own
section below.

Figure 43: Taped the acrylic to wood panels.

Figure 44: Added 2x4’s to support back wall.
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Figure 45: Installed acrylic in the pump box.

Figure 46: Completed acrylic assembly.

Sealing
One of the major manufacturing issues came when trying to seal the acrylic so that the joints are
watertight. Due to the custom nature of the project, some joints had slight gaps. Various sealants
were attempted including window/door caulking, 100% silicone caulking, fiberglass, IPS Weld
16 and others. Most places in the table became watertight after a little trial and error. However,
we had tremendous difficulty in sealing the joint made by the large basin bottom pieces and the
inner vertical pump wall. In the final prototype this joint is still leaking, but the other seams are
watertight. Further recommendations regarding this issue will follow in later sections.

Figure 47: Applied silicon caulk.

Figure 48: Joined acrylic sheets by plastic welding.
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Table Hardware
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, features were added to improve the functionality
of the exhibit. These features include adjustable legs to level the table, brackets and hardware to
constrain the drain covers, and handholds for lifting the table.
Early in the design process we knew that adjustable legs were needed for leveling the table since
the table would invariable be situated on a non-flat surface. Recall that in the design presented at
the CDR, the legs were not interconnected. This meant that a large number of levelers would be
required, or some legs would be left unused and floating above the ground. Neither option made
sense so we were pleased that the lateral members added to interconnect the legs, could be used
to attach four adjustable legs to support the entire table. The leg lengths can be adjusted by
turning the screw with a hex key (Allen wrench). Each footer has a 1000 lb capacity.

Figure 49: The table is leveled with adjustable legs.
A pair of removable drain covers allows access to the pumps for servicing. Upon testing, it
became evident that the structural foam polyolefin covers float in water. Therefore, we had to
devise a way to constrain them non-permanently. A set of L-brackets installed with the doublesided tape, and a set of machine screws and nuts keep the covers constrained to the L-brackets. If
the screws are unscrewed the covers can be removed. The nuts are small and offer little surface
area to adhere them to the underside of the L-brackets. As such, a hand drill, rather than a power
drill, is recommended for removing the drain covers.
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Figure 50: The drain covers are supported by L-brackets and constrained by nuts and screws.
At the time of the CDR we had not thought about how to lift the exhibit. The basin geometry
provided no lift points. To remedy this, two oval handholds, one on either side of the table, were
made by cutting out circles with a hole saw and then cutting out the region between the circles
with a jigsaw to complete the oval. The table is heavy, approximately 275 lbs without water, but
can be lifted by three people onto a cart with wheels. With the table resting on the cart is easy to
push the table to the desired location.

Figure 51: Added oval handholds to allow the exhibit to be comfortably lifted onto a cart.
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Vortices
The vortices were components that must be extremely precise as they were expensive custom
materials as well as functioning mechanically. Due to the needed precision, a vector drawing was
created in Solidworks and exported to Adobe Illustrator of the vortex base in order to create the
round base with holes cut out in the bottom. The Illustrator file was then used on the laser cutter
in Bonderson to successfully create the circular bases from the square ½ in acrylic pieces. The
bases were then attached to the cylinders using the acrylic weld. Due to the precise matchup of
the base and cylinder, the acrylic cement created a clear and strong weld between the acrylic
pieces that served to be completely watertight as well. ¾” colored PVC pipes were used as the
vortex legs.

Figure 52. The vortex base was cut with a laser cutter.

Figure 53. Attached the vortex assemblies to the basin with acrylic weld-on.
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Jets
The jets were manufactured as follows. First the pipes were cut to the required length with a pipe
cutter. Next the pipes were assembled with PVC Weld. An end cap was installed to allow for the
pipes to be purged should any debris get stuck inside. The holes for the jets were drilled out with
a drill press. The difficulty was trying to make the holes point in the same direction so that the
water jets would look uniform. Given the limitation of the size of the drill press table, the
connected pipes had to be removed from the vice and repositioned to allow all hole locations to
be drilled. This worked but did introduce some inconsistency in the alignment of the holes. Next
the pipe clamps were snapped onto the pipes. Originally, the double-sided tape was used to
adhere the pipe clamps to the table. However, the pipe clamps are chemically resistant and
virtually nothing can stick to them. Despite our goal to limit the number of holes in the acrylic,
we had to resort to mechanical fastening. To prevent rusting, stainless steel screws were used to
attach the pipe clamps to the table. Actually, the screws were excellent in constraining the pipe
clamps to the acrylic and wood framing behind the acrylic.

Figure 54. A vice grip held the pipes while drilling.
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Figure 55. Tim cutting the jet holes.

Figure 56. Attached the water jets pipes with pipe clamps and screws.

Figure 57. Completed water jets.
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Slides
The slides were the last feature we began working on. They proved to have numerous
manufacturing difficulties and were unable to be fabricated successfully for the final project. We
had many difficulties in trying to create the slides. We began by shaping surfboard foam into a
mold. A 2X4 with a three inch half circle drilled through it was used to make this shape. We
created the slide in three sections rather than one long piece so that we could rearrange the pieces
and use the same mold for both slides. Once the basic shape was formed, the foam was covered
in duct tape. This removed any of the imperfections in the mold shape as well as ensured that the
fiberglass would not stick to the mold. After leaving the duct tape on over night, it was
discovered that it did not want to stick to the foam and had begun peeling up. The duct tape was
removed and a layer of polyester resin was brushed on the foam. After the resin dried, another
layer of duct tape was applied and left overnight to see if it would stick to the resin. Now that the
duct tape was sticking, we could begin fiber glassing. We cut strips of fiberglass cloth to the
shape of the slides. We mixed the resin, catalyst, and pigment together and painted over the cloth
until it was covered. After the first layer, we set it out in the sun to dry to see how it turned out.
After hours of waiting for it to dry, we determined that not enough catalyst was used. For the
second layer we used more catalyst and hoped it would soak down into the previous layer. We
put three layers down on the slides before we ran out of the materials from the fiberglass kit we
were recommended to use. Each piece of the mold needed at least twice as many layers plus they
needed to be connected together and we needed two slides total. The next day we purchased
more materials but we used them for the more pressing job of attempting to seal the table. The
slides proved to be too difficult to be manufactured with our resources for the project.

Final Product and Senior Project Expo

The completed prototype was displayed at the College of Engineer Senior Project Expo on May
31, 2014. The exhibit worked flawlessly with the exception of the leak which was a known issue.
The exhibit was well received by all age groups and we enjoyed showcasing our work. Some
pictures from the day are included below.
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Figure 58. Senior Project Expo Poster

Figure 59. Explaining the vortex.
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Figure 60. Children learning about conservation of mass with the water jets.

Figure 61. Showcasing the exhibit.
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Figure 62. Kris, Tim, and Nick with the completed water exhibit.
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Chapter 6
Design Verification
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In general, testing was abbreviated because of the leak issue. During the last weeks of the project
when we would have been testing and fine-tuning the project, we had to prioritize the leak issue.
A significant effect of the leaking is that there was insufficient time and effort available to
complete the slides. Since the slides were not included in the final prototype, there was no need
to perform tests on that feature. In addition to the water sealing, the vortices and pipe jets needed
to be tested. For the interactive water features, the main performance goals are that they work
consistently and are fun to use.
Sealing
Several weeks before the Senior Project Expo we put water in the table for the first time and
checked for leaks. Unfortunately, the water leaked substantially through the joints between the
acrylic panels making up the pump box. As explained in the manufacturing section many types
of sealants were applied. Initially we used products that took a week to fully cure. This meant
that we could do a leak test only once per week. We soon discovered that the leak issue could not
be solved easily and so we would need more opportunities to fix it. We sought out sealants that
cured fully in 24 hours. This allowed us to test more frequently and by the time we set up for
expo we had tested 8 or so times. All tests failed in that there was leakage, but the severity of the
leak did reduce. The picture shown Figure 62 was taken during one of the early leak tests.
Although we could not completely stop the leaks, we did succeed in sealing the joints around the
bottom perimeter of the pump box. Also, we never saw leaks from the joints making up the
basin.

Figure 63. Water leaked from the pump box during an early leak test.
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Vortices
Many test were performed to validate the vortices. Some were omitted as focus shifted to other
components and completing the structure. This means that the effect of disturbances and the time
for the vortex to return to the steady-state value corresponding to the closed valve position would
not need to be tested.

Figure 64. Vortex with 2 nozzles and valve.
valve.

Figure 65. Vortex with 1 nozzle and no

The other significant modification in the vortex assembly was the change from two nozzles to
one nozzle. In an early test it became clear that the splitting the flow from one ¾” pipe to two ½”
pipes significantly changes the flow characteristics. The velocity of the flow through each of the
two nozzles was so much less than out of one. This test should have been performed before
cutting the holes in the vortex base. Fortunately we were able to patch the holes that the other
now removed jets passed through, but it added more work during the manufacturing phase.
Figure 66 shows that the pump could not generate enough velocity to spin the water fast enough
to create a tall vortex.
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Figure 66. Vortex test that showed two nozzles was not feasible for the selected pump.
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Figure 67. Vortex test apparatus showing the steady-state height achieved under slight different
conditions.
It appeared that the hole size would need to be reduced in order to get the vortex to be as high as
we wanted it. But the test apparatus has excess piping including many 90 degree elbows. As a
result the pump could only offer a lower head and the vortex was shorter. The completed
prototype had only three elbows including the nozzle. The outlet hole size was maintained and
the balls can go through the hole.
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Figure 68. Successful vortex test.

Figure 69. Successful prototype test.
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Jets
For the jets only two performance characteristics need to be tested. First, we needed to make sure
that the jets height when all of the holes were uncovered was aesthetically pleasing. Figure 69
show the final test, which was successful. Second, we had to verify that the velocity of the water
coming out of one hole (all the others covered) was not so strong that it could hurt someone’s
eyes. After modifying the pressure relief holes and quantities such that the height of the single jet
was not too high, we tried spraying the water at our own faces to experience the strength of the
jet. Once it was acceptable, the jet hole configuration was set. Figures 70 and Figure 71 show
tests in which one and two holes were left uncovered. The case that two holes was left uncovered
was tested to simulate the effect of flow going in a line to the water slides. Although the slides
never materialized, it was easy enough to tweak the size and quantity of the pressure relief holes
until the flow from one jet was acceptable in terms of its height, horizontal travel, and force on a
face positioned next to the jet hole.

Figure 70: Water jet flow with all holes uncovered.
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Figure 71:One jet hole uncovered.

Figure 72: Two jet holes uncovered.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Recommendations
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Conclusion
With our final design we have met our major customer requirements. Our prototype is a new
dynamic design for the children museum that mechanically functions as expected. It results in a
much more engaging experience for the children over the current table and will allow children to
have fun and learn about water movement. The proof of concept was proven through various
testing methods and a successful showing at the senior design expo. This was our largest test and
proved to be extremely fun for the team and all the visitors that enjoyed the table. We hope the
museum enjoys their newest exhibit and can continue to help kids learn various aspects of further
education and have fun while doing it.

Recommendations
Our biggest recommendation involves the sealing of the table. This proved to be one of the
biggest difficulties. The right tools and precise cuts are everything for this part as well as having
the correct sealants. One section of the table still has some issues with the sealing and our
recommendation is to have it further evaluated by a professional to contribute to the longevity of
the exhibit. We tried a variety of methods, but none fully stopped up the leaks of the one section.
One of the team’s biggest takeaways is to try some of these adhesives and materials in smaller
quantities to test. Some of the materials required extensive trial and error to find the right
combination when working with acrylics and adhesives. Although our final design did well with
our chosen adhesives, we recommend that more research be done in future projects that involve
these materials in order to successfully mate all surfaces right the first time.
Also, some added costs occurred due to many trial and error tests with different adhesives and
materials. Our report includes the planned costs, but after some materials not being ideal, the
total cost for the project was about $2500. This was about $500 over our original budget, but was
counteracted by some funds from MESFAC and resources from the museum and M.E.
Department. For future projects that have similar functions, we recommend overestimating the
budget to account for some trial and error of materials.
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Appendix C

Existing Water Exhibits
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San Jose Children’s Museum
• Valves that can be switched by
children
• Water flowing up vertical tube with
bend at the top sends a ball into the
large vortex
• People can throw balls into the opentop tank as well
• Bubble fountain
• Adjustable table legs for leveling

Figure 2: Large Vortex

Sacramento Children’s Museum
• Removable PVC pipes
• Funnels and mini water wheels
• Whirlpools to put toys into

Figure 3: Funnels and water wheels

•

San Diego Children’s Museum:
Manual hydraulic pump builds
pressure to raise a ball to an elevated
ramp course

Figure 4: Manual hydraulic pump
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Las Vegas Discovery Children’s Museum
• Water bubble
• Water flow redirection gates
• Water spout that propels balls up to an elevated ramp course
• Very clean and colorful environment
• Water wheels
• Small waterfalls
• Safety skirts to prevent children from tinkering with dangerous equipment
• Very new museum (opened in March 2013)

Figure 5: Water flow redirection gates
Figure 6: Water spout that launches balls to
an elevated ramp course

Figure 7: Successive jets propel balls into a
tornado

Madison, Wisconsin Children’s Museum:
• Successive jets move balls higher
and higher and deposit them in a
tornado
• The patrons can only interact with
this exhibit via dials so it is less
hands-on
• Users can adjust the flowrate of
water in the pipes that lead to the jets
• Pads soften the sound of the water as
it returns to the ground
• The exhibit looks less inviting than
others because of the lack of color
• This design extends the common jet
idea

Boss Display: Interactive Water Exhibits

Figure 8: Water hitting a cymbal makes a
percussive sound

Figure 10: Tornado created by three jets

Figure 9: Archimedes Screw

Videos of Water Exhibits at Children’s Museums
1.
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February 2010. Web. 22 October 2013.
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pooltymelv. “Children’s Museum Water 7-6-13.” YouTube. YouTube, 6 July 2013. Web.
22 October 2013.
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Toolski98. “Water Room at SD Children’s Museum.” YouTube. YouTube, 8 July 2011.
Web. 22 October 2013.
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Xyzpictures. “Sacramento Children’s Museum 2011.” YouTube. YouTube, 1January
2012. Web. 22 October 2013.
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This	
  means	
  the	
  total	
  deflection	
  is:	
  
𝛿 = .25  𝑖𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠	
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The	
  maximum	
  moment	
  is	
  940	
  inlb.	
  
This	
  produces	
  a	
  stress	
  of:	
  
𝑀𝑦
	
  
𝐼

𝜎=

𝜎 = 757𝑝𝑠𝑖	
  
	
  
With	
  a	
  yield	
  strength	
  of	
  1668psi	
  for	
  dry	
  wood:	
  
𝐹𝑂𝑆 = 2.2	
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Buckling	
  
𝑃=

𝑛𝜋 ! 𝐸𝐼
	
  
𝐿!
	
  

With	
  the	
  same	
  E	
  and	
  I	
  as	
  above	
  and	
  
n=4	
  
L=22.5	
  inches	
  
𝑃 = 144438𝑙𝑏	
  
	
  
Assuming	
  one	
  leg	
  holds	
  the	
  entire	
  1000	
  lbs:	
  
𝐹𝑂𝑆 = 144	
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Appendix G

List of Vendors
Bill of Materials
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Vendors

Aquariumspeciality.com
Eplastics.com
Hardwarestore.com
Homedepot.com
Mcmastercarr.com
Plumbingsupply.com
Pvcfittingsonline.com
Tapplastics.com
Webbsonline.com
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Appendix H

Vendor Supplied Data Sheets
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Appendix I

Safety Checklist
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SENIOR PROJECT CONCEPTUAL DESIGN REVIEW HAZARD IDENTIFICATION CHECKLIST 	
  
Y

N

!

!

Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or
similar action, including pinch points and sheer points?

!

!

Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

!

!

Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?

!

!

Will the system produce a projectile?

!

!

Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?

!

!

Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?

!

!

Will the system have any sharp edges?

!

!

Will all the electrical systems properly grounded?

!

!

Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V
either AC or DC?

!

!

Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels,
hanging weights or pressurized fluids?

!

!

Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, dust fuel part of the
system?

!

!

Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical
posture during the use of the design?

!

!

Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either
the design or the manufacturing of the design?

!

!

Can the system generate high levels of noise?

!

!

Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as
fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures ,etc…?

!

!

Will the system easier to use safely than unsafely?

!

!

Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain
below?
drowning
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Appendix J

Design Verification Plan
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Appendix K

Gantt Chart
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